
Pinnacle 2661 

Chapter 2661 A False Alarm 

Craig and the others slowly eased up their frowns upon hearing the good news. 

So it was just a false alarm. 

“Hahaha. Everything is fine! It was just a false alarm!” 

“That scared the hell out of me. I thought we were doomed!” 

Everyone was relieved. 

Meanwhile, Zephyr froze on the spot, not knowing how to react. 

Just then, the professionals started explaining. “There was an abnormal fluctuation in space! Now 

research institutes and scientists from all over the world, including Erudia, are searching and studying 

what was going on!” 

“That’s right! The fluctuation was huge. It’s not strange that the monitoring stations got affected!” 

The crowed started to discuss. 

Craig smiled. “It was nothing then. There’s no need to be nervous. Let’s go back to work!” 

safe! The monitoring stations are back to normal too! Those from Sacred Organization were merely 

predicting. They couldn’t come out 

“But…” 

seemed to want 

words 

were back in operation and there 

you should 

and 

After all, nothing happened. 

Without delay, 

overwhelmed with anxiousness and did not hear about it 

the information he received here 

So did 

Death Fiend was shocked. 

last time! And also inform The Cardinal Hall to get ready! Hurry! There’s no time to explain! It’s a matter 

anxiously as he realized the seriousness of 



also sensed something’s wrong! I will try 

hung up the call, he sent out all his intelligence team to investigate the 

few trusted subordinates to inform 

approached Craig and the 

is better to 

Chapter 2662 Leviathans Attack The Coastline 

Since everyone had made up their minds, there was nothing Zephyr could say anymore. 

After all, Death Fiend had already acted on his end. 

He was bringing even more men than last time. 

“Forget it. I can’t just stand here and do nothing! If something happens, the frontline will be the first one 

to be in danger! I must go there!” 

Zephyr immediately packed his stuff and brought his men to the frontline. 

The others could not be bothered less. 

Why is he so nervous? Nothing is happening. 

They thought Zephyr was acting foolishly. 

He is fooling around because he is too free! He is just like Levi! The latter created a huge loss for Erudia 

and then vanished. And he has not shown up since then. They are both irresponsible pricks! 

After taking the action, Lab of Gods had been monitoring the situation closely. 

First, they resumed all the monitoring stations and sent the news to Dragonites. 

was all part 

attack directly, they hid them. They wanted to trick the 

all, the observation posts were connected, and their defense was 

control them like the 

stations had high privacy, they had no connection 

Lab of Gods would have a 

however, was a 

Restricted Area 76 is brilliant! They have acted and are heading toward Erudia 

looks like Restricted Area 76 is better than Erudia. They have discovered it was a distraction last time 

and they have been waiting for us to act. That’s great! Everything seems to be to our 

of Gods received the intel and 



real danger 

had entered Erudia’s sea by then, getting 

“Something’s wrong!” 

of the observation posts 

Boom! 

a Leviathan emerged to the 

“What?” 

observation post noticed 

Gush! 

Leviathan shot an energy 

extremely powerful. It did not 

Chapter 2663 What Is That 

Erudia’s coastline was calm and peaceful as usual. 

Especially early in the morning… 

Nonetheless, many fishermen were already out in the sea. 

The port was crammed with boats, all of which were trying to compete for the limited anchoring spots. 

Remnants of the defense system were still scattered across the open sea. 

At that moment, everyone’s face was filled with joy and delight. 

Understandably, a plain and ordinary person only wanted stability and peace. 

Meanwhile, there were three ships patrolling the parameters of Erudia. 

Although the defense line had been withdrawn, the daily patrolling remained. 

The deployment of three ships was the usual routine. 

“Hmm? What’s going on in front?” 

One of the patrolling ships noticed an aberration ahead. 

“That’s weird. There should be sentry tower No. 3 thirty nautical miles ahead. Why is it not there now?” 

“That’s impossible. How can a tall structure vanished from thin air?” 

… 

They were all dumbfounded. 

“Not only No. 3, but No. 1 and No.2 too!” 



“This is an emergency!” 

Rumble… 

an eerie shockwave came from the deep 

is wrong! Quick! 

The captain shouted. 

the button immediately 

Boom! 

next second, a collision ensued 

ships suffered the same fate upon 

slowing down, the Leviathan continued 

Splash! 

resurfaced on land, stretching two hundred meters in length and 

The second Leviathan. 

The third. 

were hundreds 

Three hundred! 

out of 

was not all of 

what appeared to be countless 

three hundred units of Leviathan converged in one 

mountains formed 

fear into any eyes that dared 

“Hey, what is that?” 

that 

sun rose and the sky was gradually turning 

sudden the sky became 

mountains surrounded 

Nobody could see anything! 

“What is that?” 



stupefied and in 

Rumble! 

next second, the numerous units of Leviathan started moving again and they approached the coastlines 

at 

“Run!” 

was going on, everyone knew it 

raced toward the coastlines 

“Emergency! Emergency!” 

“Something bad is coming!” 

Chapter 2664 The Creation By Doctor Erebus 

The guards by the coastlines rushed toward the scene upon noticing the abnormality. 

However, they were outnumbered. 

There were only a few hundred of them. 

They deployed modern weapons to initiate their first round of attacks against the Leviathan. 

Thud! Thud! Thud! 

Bang! 

The tremendous firepower resulted in a fiery bombardment on the Leviathans based on the previous 

war. 

Despite the formidable powers of the Warmachine, they were no match for modern weapons. 

The guards had experience dealing with Warmachines, and they knew the exact target of their attacks. 

Especially when hundreds of them gathered together. 

Undoubtedly, the firepower was overwhelming. 

Accuracy was not pertinent as they tried to overwhelm the Leviathans with brute force. 

Saving on their resources was only necessary if they lack firepower. But with their team together and full 

of resources, they no longer had that concern. 

They were not afraid of the Leviathans. 

in their hands unleashed unimaginable attacks on 

after a 

had their eyes and 

The attacks were ineffective! 



they did not manage to put a 

appeared to have 

attack would have left scratches 

But there was none! 

were 

that the guards had previously used to fend off the Warmachines were incapable of dealing with 

in the 

had struck 

with the smoke bombs 

Warmachine could be produced effortlessly and without needing many resources and 

too 

by Dr. Erebus 

plan was initiated just one and a 

was unbeknownst 

autopsies performed by Dr. Erebus’ to study 

his research on the genes and samples of the Warmachines from 

were ultimately designed and produced by the most advanced technologies 

of Gods was eying for the Doomsday Seed Vault in the possession of Archulea. This was because the 

ancient genes 

was what Lab of Gods 

Erebus was dreaming of 

he failed to retrieve the Doomsday 

already making preparations to 

Chapter 2665 Utterly Destroyed 

Everyone saw the level of destruction that the Leviathan was capable of. 

It was much stronger than the attacks before! 

Knowing that they were overpowered, the only choice left was to retreat. 

Snipers were stationed to provide cover. 

Besides, it was a hopeful attempt to identify the weakness of the Leviathans. 



However, the snipers’ locations were quickly exposed and they were being targeted by the Leviathans. 

Boom! 

Boom! 

The Leviathans sent out tracking missiles and wiped out the tall buildings in which the snipers were 

hiding. 

Obviously, there was no weakness. 

At the end of the day, the Leviathan was a masterpiece built by the most advanced technologies. 

We have been overpowered! 

They are just unstoppable! 

“Retreat!” 

“Everyone retreat now!” 

instant, the people who were gathered in front of the port 

was not their 

previous encounter was 

which 

Leviathans broke through the port 

“Bang!” 

reached the shore one after another on the land. The ground shook violently as if there 

waves of energy beams were channeled 

the port were destroyed in an instant, leaving 

managed to reach the 

in Lab 

part of attacking Erudia was breaking through 

had already 

Leviathan from Bayview gathered at Erudia’s coastline in 

arrive 

Leviathans were 

could travel around the world in 

the others were grinning from ear to 



over three thousand Leviathans! It’s enough to 

looked toward the intelligence officer. “Where are the ones from Restricted 

data, they should be the last to arrive, but they could make it 

“That’s great! It’s a piece of wonderful news! I believe they have received news about Erudia’s defeat, 

and will 

not let Erudia have any room to breathe! Also, get Dr. Erebus and his army to deal with those from 

Restricted Area 76! Watch Erudia’s every move closely! Your duties are to observe 

Commander-In-Chief, Mr. X meticulously planned 

were progressing at 

Chapter 2666 Crown King Is Right 

Meanwhile, the control room received a lot of distress signals. 

The machines were struggling to handle the voluminous input of information. 

Everyone in the control room was panic-stricken. 

Because of Zephyr’s false alarm previously, everyone grew numb and let down their guards. 

However, the wave of distress signals was unexpected and had caused them to act frantically. 

It’s true! 

Zephyr was right! 

Levi was also right! 

“The observation post noticed an abnormality! I repeat, an abnormality was spotted!” 

“The coastlines by the east were breached!” 

“The coastline by the south suffered similar fate!” 

“This is an emergency! This is an emergency! Unidentified Warmachines managed to break through our 

defenses and have reached the coastlines! The damage caused is unimaginable!” 

“My men are retreating. We have given up on a large area of territory!” 

“We faced off against an army of unidentified Warmachines! They were indestructible, and appeared to 

be immune to all our attacks! On top of that, they have a myriad of techniques to attack. Their powers 

are substantially stronger than the ones before!” 

injured heavily. We have casualties and we are all 

My city is being attacked ferociously by a Warmachine! All eighteen thousands of us 

backup! Training base 18 is lost! Unidentified Warmachines are ravaging through 



Training base 

not gathered together, but have split up in 

need immediate reinforcements! The 

… 

came one 

Beep! Beep! Beep! 

a death timer, and every beep managed to stir up 

the trepidation 

really bad! Notify 

“Hurry up!” 

was in 

deal with the situation, and the 

everywhere as everyone was flustered 

he picked up the speed and raced in the same 

the intelligence unit to be 

essence, and the earlier he knew, the earlier 

right now! Quick! I’ll 

the experts, the result was 

able to evacuate the crowd 

such minor success was 

after, the leaders and 

“What’s wrong? What happened?” 

Chapter 2667 Shameless 

Craig, Nicholas, and Chandler were thunderstruck. 

Their minds went blank upon the realization. 

Nobody was spared from the shock of the startling revelation. 

Zephyr’s premonition was spot-on; Death Fiend’s insistence was grounded. 

Even Crown King’s prediction was dead-on. 

His idea of building walls as a defense barrier was proven to be correct as well. 



If everyone had listened to him, there would already be a three-hundred-meter tall wall alongside the 

coastline of Erudia, shielding the country from those Warmachines! 

Otherwise, how would they be able to land on Erudia? 

It would have been virtually impossible for them to accomplish that! 

Shelters that would be able to accommodate most 

barrier was still in place, though it would be less effective than a three-hundred-meter wall, it would be 

able to at least hold the enemies for 

to squander every single chance that could have saved them from 

them had rejected all ideas for defenses on 

he ever wrong? All of you are to be blamed for this! Isn’t this a bigger problem now? It used to be just a 

matter of profit and loss, 

Gary’s accusations, everyone lowered their heads and 

his men to keep their mouths shut 

might not have…” 

Crown King, but did they even give Zephyr and me a chance? We’ve been standing firm all this time. 

Hence, what are you yakking on 

a select few were wise enough 

from a loss. Now that things had taken a turn for the worse, they were at 

Slap! 

slapped himself multiple 

my fault! I’m the sinner who 

others were likewise 

gone into solitary training. Instead, he left 

Chapter 2668 The Disappearance Of Sacred Organization 

Whether or not Erudia would be spared from the downfall would depend on Nicholas’ ability to 

effectively deploy his resources. 

Craig’s army was essentially buying him more time to carefully administer his plan. 

As for Chandler, he was in charge of mobilizing all covert sentries in Erudia to support the frontline 

battle. At the same time, gather information on the enemies, preventing them from ambushing Erudia 

from within. 

Finally, Gary was tasked with evacuating as many civilians as possible so that they would be spared from 

the disaster. 



Even though the construction of Shelter was stopped midway, Sacred Organization had built around 

twenty to thirty of them. 

They would be able to shield most civilians from harm if they were able to look for other safe zones. 

At the very least, they had a backup plan of shielding the remaining civilians in inland cities. 

However, their plans were not without risk, as it would largely depend on the situation at the frontline. 

The more dire the situation was, the more Gary was reminded of Levi’s prediction. 

He could not help but ponder the upsides of having a three-hundred-meter tall wall. 

What if we also have hundreds of shelters? How many losses would we be able to avoid altogether? 

would be 

to ruminate 

could only go all out to 

The 

was to contact as many organizations such as 

pass on the news to The Cardinal 

he proceeded to try and contact Death Fiends and the others 

that he could not reach 

seemed like they had just disappeared from the face of the 

“Where are they?” 

nervous sweat dotted 

defeat without the help of these powerful 

was quintessential for Erudia to 

only him that was unable to 

not reach Death Fiend 

Everyone from Sacred Organization 

are Gods of the Restricted Area 76 doing? Why are they all gone? What the hell are they doing? Have we 

made 

from Lab of Gods realized that people from Sacred Organization had 

were just on their way to Erudia when 

spies from Lab 



Chapter 2669 Another Disappearance 

“If Restricted Area 76 manages to take down Oakland City and Dragonites, then Erudia would already be 

on the losing end!” the others exclaimed. 

An epiphany hit Lucifer as he said, “That’s brilliant! If even we do not know where they’ve gone to, 

Erudia would also be clueless about it too!” 

“So, what are you guys worried about? It’s Erudia that should be concerned about this. It’s a good thing 

that they’ve disappeared. Erudia would have been eradicated when they finally make an appearance,” 

Mr. X sneered. 

He could not wait to witness Erudia’s downfall. 

Erudia’s predicament soon spread to The Cardinal Hall and Eragon, which also incited chaos. 

At the same time, The Manifest Court had caught wind of the news and shared some insights on dealing 

with Warmachines. 

The Cardinal Hall had mobilized all of its resources, while Eragon only about half of theirs. 

The latter dared not mobilize all its forces, owing to the nature of its organization. 

In actual fact, Eragon was made up of many branches, all of which held parts of Erudia’s top secret 

respectively. 

Every branch was in charge of a piece of the top secret. 

the pieces together that the ultimate top 

all along, which was as significant as 

all their forces as they had to 

even thought that defending Erudia’s top secret triumphed over Erudia’s current 

sent those from the Genius Project such as Warrior Princess, Twin Meteorites, Josephine, and Yasmin 

Hall’s forces were deployed 

that came next would be fully at the Commander-In-Chief’s command, demonstrating the 

people headed to Carigrey 

hoping to get Divine Brigadier, Daxon’s, 

the news about Erudia’s crisis did 

shocked to learn 

to the battlefield and give me your very best! Make use of everything you’ve learned 

mentored and 

was a once-in-a-lifetime 



it was time to showcase what they had 

terrified at the prospect of going to the battlefield. Instead, they cheered 

by the news 

a strong army as backup, they could take part and gain 

announced, “Of course, only Crown King’s disciples should stay behind at the academy. Nobody should 

disturb them. The rest of you, follow 

Chapter 2670 An Elaborate Scheme 

Everyone started to look for Daxon. 

Meanwhile, the former Dark Emperor’s Senior Disciple brought his father, Daxon, before the former 

Dark Emperor’s grave. 

The Senior Disciple wailed, stumping Daxon. 

“All right, now that I’ve paid my respects to your late mother, I should go,” Daxon said before he turned 

around to leave. 

However, Senior Disciple hugged his legs and said, “How could you leave after seeing this? Don’t you 

want to avenge her? How could you contemplate working with my mother’s murderer?” 

Senior Disciple of the former Dark Emperor cried as he stopped Daxon from leaving. 

The Cardinal Hall had been trying to reach Daxon so that he could step up and command the situation 

upon knowing that Erudia was in a crisis. 

However, Daxon was nowhere to be seen, just like Levi. 

in contact with him right 

in contact with him 

began to panic as they searched for Daxon 

were able to contact him via a secret ancient communication method that was 

Cardinal Hall could communicate with each other in secret using the ancient method, and they finally 

came 

since it was 

to reach him using the method meant that 

“What’s the matter? What 

is facing an unprecedented ambush! Where are you? Please come back as we need your command! 

Hurry up and get back here as soon as you can, please! Otherwise, Erudia is going 

who was standing aside said, “Sir, Mr. Garrison is gone! We can’t afford to lose you too! Please, Erudia 

needs you right now! We cannot possibly defeat those Warmachines 



have gone terribly wrong, judging from the exasperated tones from the other 

leave when Senior Disciple stopped him. “Where are 

to leave!” 

can leave! She’s already dead. 

Disciple blocked Daxon’s way 

 


